
Different Ways of Starting a Love Poem  

 

 

Humming not the love songs per se  

but the commercial for Hits of the 70s  

packed in a 4-CD box set after our first date. 

 

No omens presented themselves and no birds gave sign. 

There was no stealing Juliet away and no Westside songs; 

dancing was forbidden and we had to be back before the next moon. 

 

Cherry Blossoms aside, tourists made the festival worth the stroll; 

we particularly enjoyed the couple from Texas arguing over the age  

of trees and something more uncertain about the South in general. 

 

“We’ve reached the glaciers,” announced the ship’s captain.  

So you flopped back on the bed and slung your pants on 

and told me to hurry as you stuffed one foot in a shoe 

while troubling single-handed with the clasp of your bra.  

Our cabin was too small to do things at the same time 

so I just leaned a little and loved the whole routine. 

 

I let the dog out, you let the dog in. I make breakfast, 

you sleep till noon. I go to work, you are still at work. 

I pass you on the stairs, you hand me our laundry. 

You say look, I see. I think, you hear. You’re busy, I’m late. 

You will, I do. I am, you were. The love is in between. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stranded  

 

 

1.  

No one told you the plane hasn't landed, yet.  

The plane isn’t coming.  

There is no plane.  

Nothing but escalator hum.  

Taxi prattle.  

Radar  

and exits. 

  

2.  

You shouldn’t be  

in airports at night. No,  

you can’t be in airports  

at night.  

Zombies live in airports. No,  

zombies don’t live in airports. 

  

3.  

Airports are for the stranded:  

the suspension of disbelief  

the time father did something terrible to mother  

the inertia of living (if living) in the aftermath  

the word left barely breathing at the end of  

the dogs that don't return when called in from the dark  

the warmth and fingernail of paranoia  

the look in the withdrawal from a kiss you regret  

the knock on a door in an apartment in which you don't belong  

the moment you first heard the words I love you  

the time between the moment and car crash  

the way a mystery novel holds and lets go of you  

Mystery…right. 

  

4.  

The Resurrection  

Sewers of Paris  

Holden Caulfield’s hat  

Is this even the life you thought you’d lead?  



Foucault’s pendulum  

The death of Bruce Lee  

How could you not see a plane all night?  

Galileo...Italy’s infant, 1564 

Shakespeare...England’s infant, 1564 

Edward de Vere / Ed-de-vere / dever / ever / eve  

Chaos theory  

One mitten  

the size of a cat paw  

on the ground  

in front of the departure  

gate in an airport  

with no planes  

at night.  

You hum these mysteries so as not to become one. Have to.  

 

5.  

In an airport, you depend on the panoptic  

voice calling out arrivals, departures (if there are departures),  

emergencies, warnings, trouble.  

One mitten found...lost, then found, lost.  

In an airport, all you want to do is leave the airport.  

Leaving is the point.  

Emerge(d) from a plane…pass(ed) through the crowd…to be somewhere else.  

Leaving, but still in the airport, still in the airport, but leaving.  

In an airport, you have to be stronger than passing time. 

  

6.  

An airport is not like  

(in)famous lines from Iago  

permutations of the Word  

how long you can hold your breath  

first-date fucking  

fucking  

second dates  

algebra  

the first time you saw your parents drunk  

the pornographic pretense of a library  

pornographic librarians  

sharing / good chianti / in Venice / with anyone  

obituaries or anything that begins, “In loving memory....” 

  

7.  

Metaphors of airports consist of  

the emphatic silence of space  

interrupted speech 



states of commotion 

anything enucleated  

what is put under erasure  

the speed of light  

the future you are never able to arrange  

things a cardiologist will tell you about your bad heart  

listening  

             when listening  

                                       is just waiting  

                                                                to talk  

aporetic post-graduate students of literary theory who still think  

the idea that Frankenstein is worth reading  

reading into the uterine narrative structure of Mary Shelley  

zombies, dead but still w/us, still w/us, but dead  

anonymity 

  

8.  

The bottom line about airports is this:  

(preamble: you can’t write a poem  

write, tell, or sell your story  

w/out an airport  

there have never been poems  

or stories told or sold  

w/out an airport  

and never will be)  

you don’t like it but it’s true 

  

airports are centrifuges of love. 
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